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Abstract. Although various ideas for integrating Semantic Web and Agent Pro-
gramming techniques have appeared in the literature, as yet no practical pro-
gramming approach has managed to harness the full potential for declarative
agent-oriented programming of currently widely used Semantic Web technolo-
gies. When agent programmers are familiar with existing ontologies for the do-
main of interest, they can take advantage of the knowledge already represented
there to make their programs much more compact and elegant, besides the ob-
vious interoperability and reuse advantages. This paper describes JASDL: an ex-
tension of the Jason agent platform which makes use of OWL-API to provide
features such as plan trigger generalisation based on ontological knowledge and
the use of such knowledge in querying the belief base. The paper also includes
a running example which clearly illustrates the features and advantages of our
approach.

1 Introduction

The idea of agent-oriented programming with underlying ontological reasoning was
first put forward in [17]. That paper showed the changes in the operational seman-
tics of AgentSpeak that were required for combining agent-oriented programming with
ontological reasoning. The Semantic Web vision depends on the availability of ontolo-
gies [22] so that web resources are semantically annotated, but depends also on the
availability of agents that will be able to make use of such semantically enriched web
resources. For this to be possible in practice, a well devised combination of autonomous
agents and semantic web technologies is essential. This paper aims to contribute to-
wards addressing this problem.

The main advantages for agent programming that were claimed in [17] to result
from the work on that variant of AgentSpeak [20] (called AgentSpeak-DL) based on a
Description Logic (DL) [2] are:

(i) queries to the belief base are more expressive as their results do not depend only on
explicit knowledge but can be inferred from the ontology;

(ii) the notion of belief update is refined so that a property about an individual can only
be added if the resulting ontology-based belief base would preserve consistency
(i.e., if the ABox assertion is consistent with the concept descriptions in the TBox);



(iii) retrieving a plan (from the agent’s plan library) that is relevant for dealing with a
particular event is more flexible as this is not based solely on unification, but also
on the subsumption relation between concepts; and

(iv) agents may share knowledge by using web ontology languages such as OWL [15].

(NB: The four points above are a direct quotation from [17].)
However, that was a formal paper, which set the grounds for this work, but was

far removed from the actual technologies — such as an AgentSpeak interpreter and
ontological reasoners such as [21, 13]. As anyone with experience in applied work in
multi-agent systems will agree, there are major research questions to solve and techni-
cal obstacles to overcome before a theoretical contribution becomes useful for practical
work. That is probably the reason why, so far, only one attempt has been made to imple-
ment the ideas in [17], at least to our knowledge. The first initial contribution towards
implementing those ideas appeared in [8]; there are, however, limitations to that ap-
proach which our approach circumvents (as discussed in Section 3).

This paper describes JASDL (Jason AgentSpeak–DescriptionLogic), which uses
Jason [5] customisation techniques (as well as some language constructs such as an-
notations) and the OWL-API [12] in order to provide all the features of agent pro-
gramming combined with ontological reasoning mentioned above. To our knowledge,
JASDL is the first full implementation of an agent-oriented programming language with
transparent use of ontologies and underlying ontological reasoning within a declarative
setting.

However, while [17] suggested changes in the operational semantics to achieve
this, we did not need to change any of the core classes of Jason in order to
implement AgentSpeak-DL (note that JASDL is a Jason-based implementation of
AgentSpeak-DL). This is due to the various customisation and extension techniques
which have been built into Jason [5]. This paper shows how such mechanisms were
used, the various choices that had to be addressed in order to make concrete the formal
proposal for combining agent-oriented programming and ontologies, and exemplifies
how each of the four features of such combination (as discussed above) can be obtained
in software development using JASDL.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe JASDL
in detail, including a running example which helps illustrate the main features of agent
programming in JASDL. In Section 3, we discuss related work and then conclude the
paper and mention future work in Section 4.

2 JASDL

2.1 Some Essentials

Before we delve into the workings of JASDL, it is necessary to introduce a number of
supporting concepts.

We distinguish between ontology schema and ontology instance. The former cor-
responds exactly to the contents of an OWL file and is read-only, while the latter is
an in-memory instantiation of an OWL file that is read/write. Each agent has its own



instance of each ontology schema it is aware of, and modifications to an instance are
local to the agent (unless explicitly shared using inter-agent communication).

We often refer to a “semantically-enriched” literal or SE-literal for short. This
is a Jason literal that corresponds exactly to an axiom within an OWL ontology. A
literal is marked as semantically-enriched by annotating it with the ontology annotation
(see below), in which case this assertion belongs to the ABox of the ontology instance
indicated by the label within the ontology annotation, rather than the agent’s own belief
base. For emphasis, a normal Jason literal that does not have an ontology annotation is
referred to as “semantically-naive”.

A unary SE-literal asserts that its term is an individual that is a member of the class
given by its functor. For example, hotel(hilton)[o(travel)] asserts that the
individual hilton is a member of the class hotel in (the local instance of) the ABox given
by the label “travel”.

A binary SE-literal asserts one of two things dependent on whether its func-
tor refers to an object or a datatype property. It asserts that (the individual referred
to by) its first term is related to (the individual/datatype literal referred to by) its
second term by (the object/data property referred to by) its functor. For example,
hasRating(hilton, threeStarRating)[o(travel)] asserts that the in-
dividual hilton is related to the individual threeStarRating by the object prop-
erty hasRating, while hasPricePerNight(hilton,22.0)[o(travel)]
asserts that the individual hilton is related to the datatype literal 22.0 by the
datatype property hasPricePerNight.

In order for us to refer to an ontological resource in the functor of an SE-literal,
its identifier must be compatible with AgentSpeak syntax. For example, it cannot be
a reserved keyword (e.g., not) and must begin with a lowercase alphabetical charac-
ter. However, there are no such restrictions placed upon the naming of objects (classes,
properties, individuals, etc.) within an OWL ontology. To solve this problem, we make
use of alias to ontology object mapping. For example, we might map the object iden-
tified by http://www.owl.com/travel.owl\#Hotel to the alias “hotel”. For
the sake of succinctness we assume this transformation is implicit from herein (as we
did in the examples seen above). As an aside, in addition to allowing manual definition
of mappings, JASDL provides an extensible and configurable “automapping” mecha-
nism to perform common operations (mapping strategies), such as decapitalising the
first letter of an object’s local name, across an entire ontology. Moreover, ambiguity in
this mapping is precluded in a JASDL agent by ensuring that no two identical aliases
can refer to different objects in the ontology.

Each ontology instance an agent is aware of is associated with an “ontology la-
bel”. This is used in the AgentSpeak ontology annotation (a term o/1 used within
a Jason belief annotation as in the examples above) to uniquely identify this ontol-
ogy. An atomic label was chosen rather than full physical/logical namespaces purely
for succinctness; JASDL code would soon become unwieldy with 50-character URIs
following every SE-literal.



2.2 The General Architecture

We now explain the main components of JASDL, how they fit together, and how each
corresponds to the enhancements claimed in this paper. A simplified view of the gen-
eral architecture can be seen in Figure 1. Note that, throughout this paper we will be
referring to points (i)–(iv) of the advantages of combining agent programming with
ontologies as quoted in Section 1.

The extensibility mechanisms of Jason allow the functioning of certain steps in the
agent reasoning cycle to be modified by extending core Jason classes and overriding
methods as required. This technique is adopted to integrate the various mechanisms
of JASDL with Jason; this is to ensure that JASDL will work with future releases of
Jason. We now describe the three main Jason components that JASDL overrides and
to what end it does so.

Belief Base Plan Library Agent Arch

Jason

JASDL

Bridge

Reasoner OWL-API

SE-Literals

Axioms

Fig. 1. The Architecture of JASDL.

Belief Base. A Jason agent stores in-
formation about the world within a data
structure known as the belief base. Ini-
tially, the Jason belief base was simply
a list of ground literals, although this has
recently been extended to allow the use
of Prolog-like rules [5]. JASDL extends
this in such a way that the belief base
now partly resides within the ABox of an
ontology instance. This, in combination
with a DL reasoner, facilitates the use of
publicly available knowledge (in web on-
tologies) to increase the extent of infer-
ences an agent can make based on its be-
liefs (point i), and an enhanced assurance
of knowledge consistency (point ii).

Plan Library. The plan library of a Ja-
son agent combines a data structure for storing AgentSpeak plans with various modifi-
cation and retrieval operations. JASDL overrides these operations to facilitate enhanced
plan searching (point iii) to include additional, more general (according to ontological
knowledge) plans for dealing with an event.

Agent Architecture. The “overall agent architecture” provides an interface between the
reasoning module of a Jason agent and the multi-agent infrastructure it uses for com-
munication, perception, and action. Jason’s extensibility mechanisms allow us to over-
ride certain aspects of this interfacing independently of implementation specifics [5].
In the case of JASDL, we augment the default architecture with message processing to
facilitate semantically-enriched inter-agent communication (point iv).

Our use of the OWL-API [12] provides us with a high-level means of interacting
with OWL ontologies. It allows us to abstract away from the intricacies involved, for



example, in the parsing of concrete ontology syntax and the provision of reasoning
services. Regarding the latter, the OWL-API provides a general reasoner interface of
which there are well established implementations for the widely known DL reasoners
Pellet [21] and FaCT++ [13]. The OWL-API takes an axiomatic approach to repre-
senting an OWL ontology, which, as the authors point out can lead to more elegant
implementations than those possible using other approaches (such as the RDF-triple
data model adopted by the Jena API [14]). Our experience provides further evidence
to that, as a previous JASDL implementation used Jena and it seems to us that the
new implementation is significantly clearer. Additionally, the OWL-API exposes vari-
ous black-box debugging features (presently not supported by Jena to the best of our
knowledge) which are necessary for two of JASDL’s features (currently under develop-
ment), which will be discussed later in this paper.

Finally, the bridge sub-component of JASDL encapsulates the interfacing between
JASDL and the OWL-API. Its primary purpose is to provide various factory classes
to conveniently allow the creation of Jason constructs (such as SE-literals) from the
constructs of the OWL-API (axioms), and vice-versa.

2.3 Updating Beliefs

Point (ii) implies that a JASDL agent must be capable of adding and deleting assertions
to the ABox of its ontology instance using standard AgentSpeak syntax. Furthermore,
consistency of these modifications according to the constraints imposed by the associ-
ated TBox must be automatically ensured.

In JASDL, an agent belief base should be seen as being the result of the combination
of two reasoning engines and knowledge representation languages. The first is identical
to the default Jason belief base and is used to store semantically-naive beliefs as well
as Prolog-like rules that can be used for inferring beliefs from the semantically naive
ones. The second wraps around an ontology instance and is used for storing SE-literals
as assertions in the ABox.

A belief addition/deletion comes in the form of a literal, l to be added to or deleted
from the agent belief base. Processing of l can follow one of two flows of execution
dependent on whether or not it is a SE-literal. If l is semantically-naive, it is simply
passed to the default Jason belief base and dealt with in the usual way. Otherwise, l is
passed to JASDL’s extended belief base and dealt with as follows. Note that this process
may only be applied to ground SE-literals.

1 We encode the precise meaning of l as an axiom asserting information about indi-
viduals. Table 1 gives some examples of this SE-literal to axiom translation and the
intended meaning of the resulting assertion.

2 The statement is asserted either by adding it to or removing it from in the ABox
(using the standard OWL-API mechanisms).

3 The validity of this assertion is ensured by checking the consistency of the resulting
ABox. If a contradiction is inferred by the DL reasoner, the assertion is “rolled
back” by using the converse of the applied operation.



Literal Axiom Meaning
ClassAssertion hilton is a type of hotel

Hotel
hilton

ObjectPropertyAssertion wembley is part of london
isPartOf

wembley
london

DataPropertyAssertion

hilton costs 22.0 per nighthasPricePerNight
hilton
”22”̂ d̂ouble

Table 1. Ground SE-literal to axiom translation and associated meaning.

JASDL’s notion of belief base consistency is currently based only on temporal
precedence: earlier assertions precede over later ones. Future work will explore how this
process can be made more elaborate. One promising approach is inspired by, and simi-
lar in operation to, the work on theoretically well motivated belief revision undertaken
by Alechina et al. in [1]. Briefly, given an inconsistent ABox, we will make use of the
functionality exposed by the OWL-API that allows us to generate assertion sets, each
representing one possible justification for the inconsistency. We can then employ some
trust rating to identify which of these explanations sets are least preferred (possibly
derived using Jason’s source annotation), which we then contract. The contraction
operation can be implemented in JASDL as shown in [1]: we simply replace the mech-
anisms used to identify “support lists” with the functionality exposed by the OWL-API
allowing us to pinpoint all possible alternative justifications for an entailment. Recur-
sively contracting the least preferred member of each of these sets has the result of
undermining our conflicting explanation set and restoring ABox consistency. Note that
the property of reason-maintenance is inherent in this approach since inferences require
explicit, asserted support to persist.

Fig. 2. Class hierarchy and property relations of travel.owl.



We will use an agent called travel agent as a running example throughout the re-
mainder this paper. travel agent is a fully configured JASDL agent that is aware of
a single OWL-DL ontology assigned the label “travel”, the TBox state of which is
given in Figure 2. The travel ontology is adapted from an established ontology by Hol-
ger Knublauch1. Our (cut-down) version describes various types of destinations
and things that can be located at these destinations such as activities and
accommodation. Properties are used to assign certain attributes to these things and
to express relationships between them. Also asserted by the TBox, but not shown in
Figure 2, is the following information:

– hasRating is functional.
– isPartOf is transitive.
– the class luxuryHotel is equivalent to the intersection of two classes: the

(named) class hotel and the (anonymous) class formed by those individuals that
are related to the individual threeStarRating (see below) by hasRating.

Fig. 3. AgentSpeak Example: initial belief additions (comments denote meaning).

The initial ABox state of travel agent’s ontology instance is given by the (initial)
belief additions shown in Figure 3. Also present, but unseen here, are the individuals
oneStarRating, twoStarRating and threeStarRating that are predefined
(in the ontology schema) members of accommodationRating.

All of the belief additions seen in Figure 3 complete successfully, since no contra-
dictory information is supplied. The plan +!example1 seen in Figure 4 shows two
belief additions which will fail, since they attempt to make assertions that are contra-
dictory with already known information. Line 1 fails since hasRating is specified to
be a functional property and therefore cannot simultaneously relate hilton to both
threeStarRating and twoStarRating. Line 2 fails because london is (by in-
ference) an urbanArea and the classes urbanArea and ruralArea are disjoint.

2.4 Querying the Belief Base

JASDL augments belief base querying in Jason with the combined expressive power
and tractability of description logic. As mentioned earlier, the results of a query are

1 Available at http://protege.cim3.net/file/pub/ontologies/travel/
travel.owl.



Fig. 4. AgentSpeak Example: contradictory belief additions.

no longer formed only of the knowledge available in the belief base maintained by
Jason, but also of that inferred by a DL reasoner operating over an OWL ontology
external to the agent. The following section details how this is achieved and the practical
implications it has for the agent designer.

Like the ABox modification operations seen in Section 2.3, processing of a literal
l is passed either to JASDL’s extended belief base if it is semantically-enriched, or Ja-
son’s default belief base otherwise. In the former case, however, l can be thought of as a
kind of “query” indicating what is to be matched against. As before, l is translated into
its OWL-API axiomatic equivalent. This process is identical to that seen in Table 1, al-
though in this case we permit l to be either grounded or ungrounded. If l is grounded, it
is simply returned as-is if its axiomatic translation can be inferred from the ontology. If,
on the other hand, l is ungrounded, we return a set of grounded SE-literals correspond-
ing to all possible groundings of l ’s axiomatic translation that can be inferred from the
ontology.

We have not yet discussed how non-JASDL annotations (e.g., the Jason source
annotations that denote from whom the belief originated) are dealt with. Jason’s default
belief base, which stores hash-table references to (semantically naive) literals them-
selves, handles this implicitly since annotations form part of the literal description. For
JASDL it is not so straightforward since our literals are deconstructed for ontological
storage and reconstructed upon retrieval. Additionally, annotations of assertions also
apply to the axioms that they entail.

A possible solution to this issue, which will be considered further in future work,
is to first associate SE-literals corresponding to assertions with the set of annotations
applied to them (for example, in a hash-table). Then, through use of the black-box
debugging features exposed by the OWL-API, we can pinpoint the set of assertions
that entail an inference. The union of all annotations applied to this set then form the
set of annotations that should be associated with the SE-literal representation of this
inference.

By extending Jason’s belief base, we ensure that ABox reasoning is applied ubiqui-
tously across all relevant AgentSpeak syntactic operators. Hence, there are many situa-
tions under which such operations result directly from the execution of an agent’s inten-
tions. Here, we illustrate the key benefits as AgentSpeak code for our running example
agent travel agent. We now discuss how JASDL applies description logic inferencing
in each line of the plan +!example2 given in Figure 5.

1 This test goal will succeed since accommodation subsumes hotel and it has
been asserted that hilton is a member of hotel.



Fig. 5. AgentSpeak Example: DL belief base queries.

2 This test goal will result in the variable LuxuryHotel being unified with
hilton, since a luxuryHotel is defined as any hotel that has been given
a threeStarRating, as has hilton.

3 This strongly-negated test goal will succeed since hilton is (by inference) a
luxuryHotel and the classes luxuryHotel and budgetAccommodation
are disjoint. In other words, hilton cannot possibly be a member of
budgetAccommodation.

4 The .findall internal action unifies its third argument with a list of ground-
ings of its first argument that renders its second argument a logical consequence of
the belief base [5]. Consequently, since thing is a super-class of all others, this
line results in the unification of the variable E with a list of all individuals known
to travel agent (i.e., [london,threeStarRating,hilton,england,
...]). Note also the ungrounded variable argument to its ontology annotation,
which results in the relevancy being checked across all ontology instances known
to this agent.

5 Since this binary literal is not a logical consequence of the travel agent’s belief
base (note that it is not a SE-literal), the complex test-goal plan (+?countryOf)
is executed. The context of this plan checks that its second argument is a country
and its first argument is a part of this country. In this case, the test-goal succeeds
and results in the unification of the ungrounded variable Countrywith england.
This is because of the assertions that wembley is a part of london and london
is a part of england. Consequently, by the transitivity of isPartOf, we can
infer that wembley is a part of england.

6 This test goal will result in the variable Price being unified with the datatype
literal 22.0 (of type double), since hilton is related to this value by this datatype
property.

2.5 Retrieving Relevant Plans

The Jason reasoning cycle involves, in part, summating an agent’s perceived environ-
mental or circumstantial change as a set of events. In a given reasoning cycle, a single



event must be selected from this set. Subsequently, the agent must perform a plan search
to (possibly) identify a set of plans that are relevant for this event. Both events and plans
are associated with triggers, which are themselves in part composed of a literal. A plan
is considered relevant to an event if these triggers match, which involves first-order
unification of the associated literals [5]. JASDL extends Jason’s definition of plan rel-
evancy by, in effect, allowing this unification to be achieved using description logic
inferencing. Finally, before a plan can be used, it must also be deemed applicable by
Jason, which is dependant upon the additional checking of the plan’s context.

Consider that SE-literals now correspond to classes or properties from a TBox.
These themselves form part of a taxonomy constructed from the subsumption relation-
ship. An implication of this is that plans whose triggers contain SE-literals also belong
to a hierarchy of identical structure. Accordingly, for an event associated with an SE-
literal, we can extend Jason’s definition of plan relevancy. In particular, for such an
event, it may now include not only specifically designated plans, but also those that
can deal with it in a more general sense as indicated by this hierarchy. This grants us
a much more elaborate notion of plan generality than the use of higher-order variables
in plan triggers allows (the only currently available means for this in Jason [17]). The
resulting process and mechanism, corresponding to point (iii), is referred to as trigger
generalisation.

In order to override Jason’s default definition of plan relevancy, first we must over-
ride the unification algorithm used to unify the trigger of a plan with the trigger of an
incoming event. This is achieved by intercepting plans as they are added to the plan
library and, if their triggers are associated with a SE-literal, substituting them with
modified versions of their representation as a Java object. We then use Algorithm 1 to
allow the matching of a trigger with all relevant plans, including those that are relevant
because their triggers generalise (according to the ontology) the event’s trigger.

We define the following functions and example executions within the context of our
running example:

– unify(t1, t2) performs standard Jason unification on the triggers t1 and t2 (and their
associated literals). If they are unifiable the resultant unifier is returned, otherwise
it returns failure.
• unify(+hotel(hilton)[o(travel)], +hotel(X )[o(travel)]) = [hilton/X ]
• unify(+thing(wembley)[o(travel)], +thing(england)[o(travel)]) = failure
• unify(+!hotel(hilton)[o(travel)], +!thing(hilton)[o(travel)]) = failure.

– generalise(t) returns a set of triggers containing all triggers that are more general
than t . A more general trigger is identical to t except the functor of the associated
SE-literal is replaced with (the alias of) a subsuming ontological term.
• generalise(+!hotel(hilton)[o(travel)]) =
{+!accommodation(hilton)[o(travel)], +!thing(hilton)[o(travel)]}

Since this mechanism for DL-based generalisation of plan triggers is in place, one
might expect implementation to be complete. In practice, however, this is not the case
since to improve plan search efficiency, Jason does not perform relevancy checks across
the entire plan library, but only a “candidate” subset obtained through an (efficient)
hash-table look up. To work around this issue we apply an extension, shown by Al-
gorithm 2, to the code responsible for generating these candidates within Jason’s plan



Algorithm 1 Extended Plan-Trigger Unification
1: tplan ⇐ trigger of the plan we are testing
2: tinc ⇐ the incoming trigger
3: φ⇐ unify(tplan , tinc)
4: if φ 6= failure then
5: return φ
6: end if
7: Tgeneral ⇐ generalise(tinc)
8: for all tgeneral ∈ Tgeneral do
9: φ⇐ unify(tplan , tgeneral)

10: if φ 6= failure then
11: return φ
12: end if
13: end for
14: return failure

Algorithm 2 Extended Plan Candidate Generation
1: tinc ⇐ the incoming trigger
2: r ⇐ relevant(tinc)
3: Tgeneral ⇐ generalise(tinc)
4: for all tgeneral ∈ Tgeneral do
5: r ⇐ r ∪ relevant(tgeneral)
6: end for
7: return r

library. We define the following function and example executions given a plan library
containing the plans: {+a(X )← . . . , +!b(X , j )← . . . }

– relevant(t) returns a set of candidate relevant plans according to a hash-table
lookup by literal functor and arity only. The condition that the two triggers unify is
not enforced and no unification is performed at this stage.
• relevant(+a(i)) = {+a(X )← . . . }
• relevant(+!b(i)) = {}
• relevant(+!b(i , k)) = {+!b(X , j )← . . . }

The only mandatory condition for the invocation of the trigger generalisation mech-
anism on an incoming event is that this event be associated with a SE-literal, since
otherwise we would have no taxonomic information to use for generalisation2. This
may present a problem in larger applications using JASDL since we must incur a com-
putational cost on all incoming events, many of which (particularly those from belief
update) may be of no interest to the agent. Future work will explore possible optional
conditions we can impose to restrict trigger generalisation invocation. For example, we
may prevent it when more specific options are available (perhaps discovered using Ja-
son’s standard mechanisms alone). Additionally, we may introduce some means for the

2 Note that for test goals an event to be generalised will only be generated if a simple unification
against the belief base fails (i.e., only for complex test goals) [5].



agent designer to preclude certain events or kinds of event from invoking trigger gen-
eralisation. Additionally, because of complications due to Jason’s plan failure handling
mechanism, how trigger generalisation fits in with goal-deletion events is left to further
research.

Fig. 6. AgentSpeak Example: trigger generalisation.

We now illustrate the operation of the trigger generalisation mechanism by way of
a simple example appropriate to our agent travel agent. Figure 6 shows the instanti-
ation of the declarative achievement goal whose effect should be to achieve the state
of affairs such that travel agent is aware of a luxuryHotel called fourSeasons.
In this case, we have no plan specifically designed to accomplish this. We do however
have some plans that are relevant and (potentially) applicable in a more general sense.
The first to be considered is that in line 1. JASDL may consider this relevant (since
hotel subsumes luxuryHotel). However, the plan trigger literal is grounded (with
term hilton) and so cannot be unified with fourSeasons; this plan is only relevant
for the hilton hotel specifically. The plan in line 2 is considered relevant, however
it is not applicable (which we forced to be the case with the context false). Conse-
quently, we attempt to generalise to the plan found in line 3. This is both relevant (since
accommodation subsumes hotel and thus luxuryHotel) and applicable (since
an empty context is always true) and is therefore selected for execution by JASDL.
The overall effect of this is that although we were unable to achieve the original goal
in its most specific sense, we have at least achieved a generalisation of it (or possibly
achieved it because a more general plan was meant to be applicable in this case).

2.6 Knowledge Sharing Among Agents

As indicated by point (iv), the use of ontological reasoning facilitates the sharing of
knowledge among agents through the use of standard ontologies for many domains that
are increasingly available on the Web. An ontology provides a shared vocabulary be-
tween two communicating agents. Moreover, a recipient agent can easily be introduced
to novel ontologies, thus extending its knowledge of the world as required at run-time.
The implications of this for multi-agent systems are huge, since the meaning of inter-
agent communication can potentially be understood even with no prior agreement on
terminology. As contributions from the community doing research on ontological align-
ment (such as [6]) fully mature, the benefits will be further increased, since two agents
will be able to communicate even when using disparate ontologies.

In JASDL, the propositional content of incoming and outgoing messages can be
composed of SE-literals. If this is the case, they must be intercepted (in JASDL’s



customised agent architecture, see Section 2.2) and processed. In brief, for outgoing
messages this is composed of two steps. First, the atomic ontology annotation label is
replaced by a full physical namespace URI, thus allowing an ontology to be unambigu-
ously referred to and possibly instantiated if novel to the recipient. Notice that simply
being informed of the (accessible) physical namespace URI of an ontology immediately
extends the vocabulary an agent can use to reason and communicate. Second, the expr
(read “expression”) annotation is added. This unambiguously describes the resource re-
ferred to by the SE-literal (recall that SE-literal functors may be aliased arbitrarily). If
this class has been defined locally at run time, the defining class expression is placed
here (see Section 2.7 for more details on the jasdl.ia.define class internal
action). For incoming messages, this process is reversed: uninstantiated ontologies are
instantiated and run-time defined class expressions are compiled.

Fig. 7. AgentSpeak Example: knowledge sharing among agents (travel agent).

In order to exemplify the semantic inter-operability of JASDL agents we must in-
troduce a new agent for travel agent to communicate with, namely customer. customer
is also aware of the “travel” ontology, but it has assigned to it the label “holiday”. This
discrepancy does not pose a problem given the message processing described previ-
ously. The execution of the plan !example3 seen in Figure 7 results in a SE-literal
being sent to customer and added to the ABox of its belief base; it also results in the
instantiation of the +luxuryHotel plan as seen in Figure 8. We now describe, line
by line, how this plan is processed.

Fig. 8. AgentSpeak Example: knowledge sharing among agents (customer).

1 The message “The hilton luxury hotel is available” is displayed to the customer
on-screen. This is because the variable L has been unified with hilton.

2 The class described by the concatenated string “city and hasAccommodation value
hilton” is added to the TBox of customer’s “holidays” ontology instance and as-
signed the local alias query.



3 The use of the askOne KQML performative results in the generation of a com-
plex test-goal event by the sender of the original message (travel agent in this
case). This event is associated with a SE-literal corresponding to customer’s
definition of query. Although this definition is local to customer, its mean-
ing is shared with travel agent through JASDL’s use of the (predefined) expr
annotation as discussed previously. Consequently, the variable City is uni-
fied with london. As an aside, our query is subtly different to simply asking
hasAccommodation(City, hilton); we are requesting something more
specific since we are imposing the additional restriction that not only must the re-
sult have this object property relationship, but it must also belong to the city
class.

4 The message “hilton is located in the city london” is displayed to the customer
on-screen.

2.7 Some Final Remarks on JASDL

No feature of JASDL seen thus far allows modification of the TBox component of an
ontology instance. Hence, our ABox individual retrieval capabilities are restricted to
querying the ABox in terms of existing classes and properties. The only exception to
this is when using strongly-negated unary SE-literals, which essentially provide a short-
cut to defining the complement of a class at run-time (if not already explicitly defined
in the ontology schema). Beyond this, however, it would be useful if an agent could, at
run-time, arbitrarily combine classes and properties using logical operators to produce
new classes for interaction with the ABox.

We have implemented an internal action jasdl.ia.define class which al-
lows an agent to do just that (for classes only). It is supplied n parameters p1 . . . pn such
that n ≥ 3 where each represents the following: p1 is an atomic term that gives the alias
to be used for referring to the defined class; p2 . . . pn−1 are strings that are concatenated
to form a class-expression defined in terms of predefined classes and properties, other
run-time defined classes and the DL operators, such as and, or, some, value, etc.; pn

is an ontology label used to identify the TBox instance within which the new class
definition will reside. At the heart of this internal action is the Clexer (or Class Ex-
pression Parser) library. Put simply, this library can be used to construct an OWL-API
axiomatic representation of a class expression string. Clexer forms a general, re-usable
contribution of this work and will be released open-source in the near future.

During the implementation of JASDL, an issue became apparent with the exten-
sibility mechanisms provided by Jason that allow an agent designer to override the
methods that implement the various selection functions3 of an agent [5]. Conceivably,
selection function implementations may be provided as libraries for general use. How-
ever, it becomes difficult for an agent designer who wishes to simultaneously make use
of multiple such libraries whose implementations overlap, since they are forced to com-
bine code in an ad-hoc fashion (presuming the library source code is available in the
first place).

3 Due to shortness of space, we cannot introduce the AgentSpeak language in this paper. Readers
unfamiliar with the language are referred to the cited AgentSpeak literature.



As a solution to this problem, a separate extension to Jason was devised, namely
JMCA4 (Jason Module Composition Architecture). JMCA permits multiple selection
function implementations to interact in a well-defined manner. This is achieved by pro-
viding a framework under which an agent designer can encapsulate the implementation
of a selection function within a selection strategy. Subsequently, an agent making use
of JMCA is capable of composing a chain of such selection strategies and specifying a
mediation strategy to mediate between the choices they make, thus defining the overall
behaviour produced by the composition chain and ultimately the choices made by the
agent.

By default, OWL does not make the unique naming assumption [16]. This im-
plies that, unless explicitly stated otherwise, individuals with different names can be
treated as identical by a reasoner. It is clear that, when developing an agent using
JASDL, it will often be the case that we wish to explicitly state at run-time that
a set of individuals are mutually distinct. To this end, we have implemented the
jasdl.ia.all different internal action. This accepts an ontology label and a
list of atoms representing individuals. It has the effect of declaring, in the referenced
ontology, each listed individual as distinct from all others in this list.

3 Related Work

Theoretical foundations for the use of ontologies in agent-oriented programming lan-
guages first appeared in [17]. The paper used the formal semantics of AgentSpeak to
show a number of features that would result from the use of ontological reasoning, and
forms the basis of our work. Similar ideas, restricted to an agent’s belief base, and using
the Go! language, appeared independently in [7]. However, differently from the main
idea in JASDL which is to refer to existing ontologies on the Web at run-time (in par-
ticular, using run time instances of such ontologies as extra information available to
the agent on top of its current beliefs), and making use of existing (efficient) ontolog-
ical reasoners, the work in [7] concentrates in showing how to translate an OWL-Lite
ontology into Go! so as to use that knowledge as part of an agent’s belief. Note, how-
ever, that without an explicit link to the ontology as a web resource, and agents being
able to change their beliefs, the interoperability aspect that is an important advantage of
standard Semantic Web technologies is (possibly) lost.

There are a variety of agent-oriented programming languages [4], some of which
have working interpreters with a growing base of users in the multi-agent systems com-
munity, such as 3APL [9] (and its recent 2APL variant), Jadex [19], SPARK [18], and
JIAC [11]; there are also commercial products such as JACK [23]. Some of these plat-
forms allow a reference to an ontology used for agent communication to be given (such
as JIAC and Jade [3], and the platforms that use Jade as middleware, such as Jadex,
2APL, and also Jason itself). However, this is a long way from the functionalities that
a full integration (at the declarative level) of agent-oriented programming and ontolog-
ical reasoning, as first suggested in [17], would provide. For example, relevant plans to
handle an event can be inferred using ontological relations when an agent is not aware
of a specific plan for an event.

4 An initial release of JMCA is available at http://jason.sf.net.



An approach combining BDI-like agents and Semantic Web technologies was in-
troduced in [10]. The paper presented an agent architecture called Nuin and a scripting
language, whose interpreter is based on AgentSpeak, where XML namespace prefixes
can be used as part of identifiers, thus allowing particular names to be linked to given
ontologies. One disadvantage of the approach is that the BDI agent programming no-
tions are only informally described; by using Jason, in contrast, we are able to take
advantage of the significant body of work formalising the core AgentSpeak constructs
used as part of the language interpreted by Jason. Besides, to our knowledge, no imple-
mentation of Nuin is publicly available.

As this paper is concerned with a practical implementation of a combination of an
agent programming language and ontology techniques, the closest work to ours is that
on Argonaut [8]. Argonaut demonstrates how ontological reasoning can be practically
integrated with Jason to grant some degree of contextual awareness to an agent pro-
viding location-based services. The approach taken by Argonaut isolates all ontological
interaction within highly specialised, predefined internal actions. JASDL, on the other
hand, integrates ontological reasoning more tightly and transparently with the Jason
AgentSpeak interpreter. This has several advantages, as discussed below.

To implement new kinds of ontological interaction, Argonaut requires new Java
code to be written. JASDL however allows the implementation of new ontological pro-
cesses at the AgentSpeak level.

Since JASDL augments the Jason belief base with the capacity for ontological rea-
soning, additional inferencing immediately becomes ubiquitous amongst the syntactic
operators of AgentSpeak. For example, test goals, plan contexts, predefined internal ac-
tions that query the belief base (such as .findall), belief additions and deletions,
etc., all leverage the combined expressive power and tractability of description logic.
Contrast this to the Argonaut approach, under which queries can be made only by means
of internal actions made available as part of Argonaut. Plan contexts, for example, can-
not be so naturally expressed since they must contain such internal actions.

JASDL’s description logic extension to Jason’s plan retrieval mechanism overloads
Jason’s definition of plan relevancy. This means that more general plans can be found
automatically by the agent, with no additional effort required on the part of the agent
designer. Although not explored by Argonaut, it might be possible to implement an
analog of the trigger generalisation mechanism using internal actions alone. However,
this would likely prove cumbersome and inefficient when compared to JASDL’s more
elegant mechanism.

Furthermore, JASDL automatically checks ABox consistency after any modifica-
tion and rolls back any contradictory changes. It is difficult to see how this could be
elegantly implemented and enforced using internal actions alone.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have described the implementation of an existing theoretical proposal
for combining agent-oriented programming and ontological reasoning. The paper high-
lights various issues that need to be addressed in practice which are not apparent from
the abstract point of view of formal work. The running example used in the paper made



reference to an existing ontology on the Web; an important aspect of our approach is
precisely to allow programmers to make use of existing knowledge representation to
facilitate programming as well as allowing agents to share ontological information.

An aside benefit of the use of our approach is that it allows us to, in some cases ex-
plicitly, distinguish between declarative and procedural achievement goals (AgentSpeak
does not have different syntactic constructs for this). Any achievement goal whose trig-
ger corresponds to a semantically enriched literal — hence a belief — is inherently a
declarative goal. Note that this technique cannot explicitly identify procedural achieve-
ment goals since there can still exist declarative goals corresponding to semantically-
naive beliefs. This presents an interesting opportunity, which remains future work, for
checking the current set of intentions for consistency (using description-logic infer-
ences) and perhaps even automatic conflict resolution.

We plan a number of other directions for future work, including incorporating means
for ontological alignment when an agent detects any ontological mismatch, and facili-
tating the use of Web services in the context of JASDL by means of OWL-S 5. Future
work will also include mechanisms that permit persistency of the (at present volatile)
ontology instances of JASDL agents.

Although everything described in this paper has been implemented and the exam-
ples have been executed, it is still very early days for the development of JASDL.
Whether its engineering principles will prove natural and useful in programming real-
world applications remains to be seen, as does the analysis of performance issues. In the
near future, JASDL will be made available open source, which should help in our aim
to assess its usability and efficiency in practical applications. Nevertheless, our initial
experiments show that there is great potential benefit to be obtained from the use of
JASDL and performance does not seem to be an issue.
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